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Color your world with the fabulous art of henna tattoo!Over 60 designs to try, test, and combine,
with included templates & helpful tipsRecipe to make your own henna has been tested and
perfected to get deep, lasting colorPractice exercises with step-by-step instructions for 5 basic,
simplified shapes to repeat and combine for an endless variety of mehndi designsMehndi is a
temporary tattoo, perfect for those just starting to think about permanent body artVersatile
applications: Learn how henna can also be used to adorn wood, leather, and other
surfacesMehndi, also known as henna tattoo, is a traditional Middle Eastern art used to adorn
the body for weddings and other special celebrations. Today, you can join in the beauty and fun
of mehndi with this simple book of patterns and instructions for the body—and even home Décor
objects!Inside Teach Yourself Henna Tattoo, you will find a variety of original henna tattoo
patterns that can be applied to the hands, feet, belly and back. You'll also be encouraged to
create your own designs by following the simple instructions for the 5 basic henna shapes,
learning how to combine them in a variety of ways to create exotic mehndi designs of your
own.But why stop there? Mehndi is a versatile art that can also be applied to wood, leather, and
other surfaces! Follow along with author and highly acclaimed mixed-media artist Brenda
Abdoyan as she shows how she creates one-of-a-kind designs for a wooden box, leather pouch,
magnet, tea caddy, and more.Filled with stunning photographs of beautiful henna tattoo, this
book is sure to inspire!

Book DescriptionColor your world with the fabulous art of henna tattoo with this book of patterns
and instructions. Learn how to combine the 5 basic henna shapes into a variety of exotic mendhi
designs.From the Back CoverColor Your WorldWITH THE FABULOUS ART OFHenna
TattooMehndi is a beautiful art form traditionally used as part of weddings and celebrations in
Middle Eastern cultures. Now you can bring the tradition of henna tattooing into your world and
create designs for your own celebrations.Teach Yourself Henna Tattoo author Brenda Abdoyan
takes you step-by-step through the process of creating henna paste and practicing the basics of
henna tattoo design. She offers countless tips and tricks for everything from finding materials to
making complex designs simple. An abundance of photos and patterns make it easy to
understand the process of creating tattoos and will inspire your own designs.You will discover
that henna can be used to decorate just about anything you can imagine, from keepsake boxes
to jewelry. Immerse yourself in this rich and beautiful tradition and start creating your own henna
art today.A highly acclaimed mixed-media artist, Brenda Abdoyan has won numerous artistic
design awards and is a frequent guest on television programs. Her YouTube channel is fast
approaching 3 million views.About the AuthorBrenda Abdoyan is a successful mixed-media
artist who fell in love with the beauty of henna tattooing on a trip to the Middle East. Upon



returning from her trip, she immediately began to incorporate the curves, twists, and intricate
lines of henna tattooing into her own design style leading to the creation of a totally unique form
of art that Brenda has coined "Bajidoo."Read more
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Denise, “Easy to follow. The book was great gave me some ideas and recipe for henna paste”

LotusGirl, “Beautiful; Very Good for Beginners. This book is large, gorgeous, and glossy, full of
colorful and inspiring photos. It is, however, a little on the short side, at just over 100 total
pages.The book begins with some simple instructions for mixing henna, with a good, though
basic, introduction to some recipe and application variations and options. In the style of many
hobby/craft books, it uses text and photos to teach, step-by-step, techniques for creating some
basic designs, moving on to suggest three (one of each) "beginner," "intermediate," and
"advanced" tattoo projects to get you started. Then it enters into the Gallery, full of very beautiful
photos to inspire you. Next is the Design section, a little over 40 pages long, with ~1-2 large
images on each page spanning design ideas for hands, feet, back, shoulder, plus some
additional flourishes and elements. Afterwards, it gives you a few blank hand/feet/etc Templates
to photocopy and use to sketch out and/or record some of your own designs. It ends with an
often-overlooked, though brief (10 pages or so), section on using henna as artwork on objects,
which was one of the things that attracted me to the book.Henna/mehndi artists new and old
should be aware that there are many comprehensive and entirely free ebooks by TapDancing
Lizard Publications available online, which contain lots of designs and lots of detailed and in-
depth information; however, I personally still very much like having books like this one in my
library. I was quite delighted with this purchase, and would certainly recommend the book to
others, especially to beginners, though I think the designs and photos would keep the interest
even of more advanced henna artists.”

Amber photogbellidance, “I highly recommend this book especially if you would like to do it for
some extra income that parties or weddings etc.. So far I've only had this book a few days but I
love it and information sure you can get the information free on the Internet but she has designs
that you can trace until you get them down and different practice techniques that I have years
and I've done three so far onl so far I've only had this book a few days but I love it and
information sure you can get the information free on the Internet but she has designs that you
can trace until you get them down and different practice techniques that I have years and I've
done three so far on myself. She also gives good tips if you want to start doing that next your
money such as doing some free from around here so you can build a portfolio. Another good tip
she suggests using a brown or light brown watercolor pencil and drying it on before you appy.
Not to mention she gives the website to buy already made her name and where you can buy
things you need to make it yourself!”

Khloud Moh, “Very useful for beginners   . The tips and the designs that the book has is really
good and enjoyed reading it so much!!!4stars because the henna paste mixture in the book
didn’t work.. I went back to use my regular henna paste simpler and faster (henna, sugar,



lavender, water) ”

ClearlyCrafty, “Great and Concise!. It is extremely hard to find a henna instruction book and this
one is definitely the best one I have come across so far.I like that there are many helpful tips and
inspiring images included. The book isn't very long or wordy, which makes it an easy one to get
through before practicing the art of henna tattoos!If you would like to get started on making
henna tattoos and you like a good book besides all the Youtube videos and blogs on this
subject, definitely go for it!”

Rick J., “The perfect Henna Tattoo book. I got this book along with 12 henna cones I ordered to
help me with my first henna tattoos. It's perfect! It talks about where henna comes from, how to
make your own, how to make your own cone, tons of guidelines and pretty designs to try, and
how to put it on wood or leather objects-which I didn't know could be done. I started off with lots
of small designs from the book and slowly tried the more intricate ones. There's also lots of
helpful tips on the pages as well. I would highly recommend this book to any henna tattoo
beginner or anyone who wants to learn about henna.”

sdakatoishome, “Educational and fun.. This is a detailed book on how to create Henna Tattoos.
Lots of photos, instruction and design patterns. I purchased it because my daughter likes to use
colored pens to create drawings on her hands and arms. This way she gets more ideas and
learns about a different culture and why they do this.”

Mrs G Barry, “Ok for ideas. Some nice ideas in this book which you could copy or transfer onto
the body. The author lost me a bit when she suggested putting a of a and water mix over the top
of the henna to make it last longer.. not sure I'll be doing that!”

Nikki P-S, “Got this for my daughter who like me loves Henna. Got this for my daughter who like
me loves Henna. The book gives some great ideas and she is enjoying doing Henna on herself
and friends. I have just got bought another book for my niece as she is interested in Henna.”

David John Hubbard, “Like the Samples. Liked the BOOK and the samples to pratice on and the
photo of the art work in the book.”

LdyNightshadow, “Perfect for beginners!. Excellent for just starting off, gives amazing advice,
tells you how to make your own organic henna, tips and tricks to look out for, and even a few
templates to start off with :)”

The book by Adam Bray has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 846 people have provided feedback.
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